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Abstract: The important aspect of the ocean heat transport is considered as 
being the one of the crucial for the ecological and social-economical steady 
development in conditions of the contemporary climate change. Theoretical model is 
developed in the framework of the specific hybrid functions entropy conditional 
optimization doctrine. The conducted simulation with the first derivative of the 
obtained extremal for the parameter (free) function gave a result close to the 
presented in the background literature. The derivative, therefore, could be 
interpreted for the presented investigations as the ocean heat transport with respect 
to the latitude. Necessary diagrams are plotted. Numerical acceptable data are 
adjusted to highlight the plausibility of the proposed approach. As a whole, the 
attempt opens the possibilities for a more elaborate research. 
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Ecological and social-economical steady development in conditions of the 
contemporary climate change is a hard challenge that the humankind has already 
encountered with. Evaluation of the contemporary climate as simulated by coupled 
global models [1, pp. 608-619, Section 8.3] is an undoubtedly very important thing to 
be done. The ocean Sub-Section of [1], namely: [1, pp. 613-616, Sub-Section 8.3.2], 
proves that importance and represents the results of the enormous all-sided 
investigations and efforts put into the foundation of the modeling. Specifically, the 
Ocean Heat Transport diagram [1, p. 613, Fig. 8.6] shows a deep analysis of the 
averaged oceanic heat transport depending upon the Earth’s Latitude. 
The visualized with the help of the used models traces, plotted in the diagram 
of [1, p. 613, Fig. 8.6], bring to forth some associations that our planet’s ocean 
asymmetry between Northern and Southern Hemispheres also imposes a certain kind 
of uncertainty aspect to the entire climate change problematic. Such geographic 
uncertainty results in uncertainties of other kinds. Those instabilities in conditions 
lead to the diversity of realizations. In some respect, it might seem like the chain of 
the links: rate of energy dissipation – fluctuations – bifurcations; in a particular 
dynamic consideration. 
Within the presented paper, it is proposed an entropy model that takes into 
account the uncertainty of a special kind. The entropy paradigm approach used herein 
is based upon physical applications [2] adopted to the active systems theory of 
subjective analysis [3, 4, 126, 138, 179, 184]. The developments of [2-4, 126, 138, 
179, 184] imply the models constructions with both the traditional view entropy of 
the Shannon’s type and hybridization endeavors doctrine [5-215] like discussed in 
[171]. 
The proposed model originated from the Jaynes’s principle [2] and postulated 
in subjective analysis [3, 4, 126, 138, 179, 184] subjective entropy maximum 
principle and looks similar to the objective functional of the following [3, 4, 126, 
138, 179, 184] generalized view: 
 Ng+be+a=F pp H , (1) 
where a , b , g  are the corresponding structure parameters that can be considered at 
different problems settings as the Lagrange coefficients or weight coefficients, in 
references [3, 4, 126, 138, 179, 184] they reflect some individual perception of the 
multi-alternative situation characteristics. Here they are interpreted as internal object 
control parameters, which reflect certain properties of the process. pH  is the entropy 
of the alternatives preferences functions p ; e  is the function of the effectiveness that 
together with the alternatives preferences entropy pH  determines conditions of the 
attainable alternatives preferences p  distribution optimality; N  is normalizing 
condition. 
One of the integral forms of the objective functional (1) is also following [3, 4, 
126, 138, 179, 184] monographs: 




























where [ ]21, ss  is the range of variable s ; ( )sip  are the preferences functions related 
to the according achievable alternative i ; N  is the total number of the alternatives; b  
and g  are the coefficient, which can be interpreted as those of (1), but now, they are 
already reduced by a ; iF  is the object effectiveness function of the i -th attainable 
alternative. 
It is proposed to construct (2) as in [99, 185, (1)]: 


































where ( )shi  are the special hybrid functions, analogous to ( )sip , although, now ( )shi  
is not the preference ( )sip  since it is some objectively existing value rather than 
someone’s subjective preference; coefficient of a  now takes into account the 
difference in the dimensions for the objectively existing two options effectiveness 
functions, namely: ( )sx  and ( )( )sx
sxsў ; where ( )sx  is a parameter (free) function to be 
determined and identified by solving the variational problem; and 
 ( ) ( )
ds
sdxsxs =ў . (4) 
Here, in (3), it is obviously 
 ( ) ( )sFsxF 11 ==    and   
( )
( ) ( )sFsx
sxF s 22 =
ў
a= . (5) 
The necessary conditions for the objective functional (3) extremum existence is 



























R , (6) 
where 
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 ( )
ds
sdhh iiS =ў , (7) 
satisfaction. 
Accordingly with (3-7) the extremals (solution) of (3) are 
 ( )sh01 ,         ( )sh02 ,   and   ( )sx0 . (8) 



























2  (9) 
in respect. 
And for the parameter function extremal ( )sx0  of (8), one can obtain the 
































Simulation for the first derivative of the solution of (10) with the data of: 
 2109 Ч=a ; 2103 -Ч-=b ; [ ]2000K=s  conditional units (CU);  
 ( ) 20 1010 -Ч==sx  CU of the parameter function;  
 ( ) 30 1010 -Ч==ў tx  CU of the parameter function / CU of s ; (11) 
is illustrated in Fig. 1, [185, Fig. 2]. 
In Fig. 1, the Latitude is interpreted as s ; Ocean Heat Transport (solid bold red 
trace) as the scaled ( )sxsў : ( )sxsў-= 5.1TransportHeat Ocean ; x_s  (dashed blue 
curve) depicts ( )sxsў  of the corresponding suspected for the optimal solution (the 
third) of the extremals of (8). 
That is the scale multiplier (factor, coefficient of proportionality) for ( )sxsў , 
between it and Ocean Heat Transport is 5.1-» , i.e. 















Fig. 1. Results of the hybrid functions entropy conditional optimization simulation 
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Fig. 2. Cumulative function of the first option 
 
As to Fig. 2, it illustrates ( )sx  dependence, which is the cumulative function 
for the first derivative (4): ( ) ( )
ds
sdxsxs =ў . 
 
Now, the interpretation of the oceanic heat transport distribution options could 
be as follows: 
1. First option deals with the cumulative function of the oceanic heat transport 
distribution with respect to Latitude s ; and the corresponding effectiveness 
function for the objective functional (3) is expressed with that cumulative 
function: ( )sx . Shown in Fig. 2. 
2. Second option has the effectiveness function of ( )( )sx
sxsў , portrayed in Fig. 3, 












Fig. 3. Ratio function of the second option 
 
The result of simulation by (3-10) with the data and initial conditions of (11), 
also making allowance for (12) is rather close to the: “Annual mean, zonally 
averaged oceanic heat transport implied by net heat flux imbalances at the sea 
surface, under an assumption of negligible changes in oceanic heat content.” 
demonstrated in [1, p. 613, Fig. 8.6]. 
Thus, the presented herewith element of the doctrine of the specific hybrid 
functions entropy conditional optimization could be deemed as a plausible and 
explicable concept for modeling such an important parameter for the climate change 
as the ocean heat transport. Therefore, more or less successful tuning (adjustment) of 
the acceptable conditions likewise (11) and (12) allows implementations of the 
objective functionals analogous to the developed (3) style. Applications of the hybrid 
entropy functions of the discussed in reference [171] type are also prospective in 
regards with the theoretical explanations for the climate change phenomenon possible 
evolutions. 
Nevertheless, for further research, it can be recommended to investigate the 
reasons for some features of the Ocean Heat Transport: ( )sxsў , curve shape; and, 
moreover, to try finding the maximum or minimum of the objective functional value 
since the presented solution of (8-10) has been obtained based upon the necessary 
conditions of (6) only. 
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